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There is no transparency in this bill.  The public is not able to see where a bulk of these dollars
raised will go.  

There is no emergency regarding climate change. The world will not end if this bill does not
pass. Remove the emergency clause.

The people of Oregon are plenty smart enough to digest this bill even if Tina Kotek doesn't
think so. 

Cap and Trade is going to drive up utility prices and gas prices.  This will hurt working
Oregonians who struggle to pay monthly bills!

The carveouts aren't for everyone...so that's not a fix.  This only benefits special interest
groups!

Waiting around for a tax rebate next year when you have to pay your bills today...also not a
solution.  Totally unfair to the working poor!

Timber Unity has a 4-point plan to address carbon issues WITHOUT a tax...pass that NOW
and leave our checkbooks alone.  

County Commissioners from all over Oregon are saying NO to Cap and Trade.  Legislators
should too.  

It's a huge change in how Oregon does regulations related to transportation and manufacturing
and natural resources - the people deserve the right to vote - refer it to the people. 

Stop wasting our money on green energy boondoggles. $20 million to implement is crazy and
unrealistic based on past projects and failures. 

I personally would like to see some proof that this bill would actually help the environment.
The only thing I see benefiting is investors lining their own pockets and because of the secrecy
in the bill,  the people of this state won't be allowed to see where THEIR money goes!

Dawn Fredricks
12450 SW Fischer Rd Unit 222
Tigard, OR 97224
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